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Proposal

Sign an exchange of letters between the Chairs of UN Committee of Experts on Big Data and Data Science for Official Statistics (UNCEBD) and UN Expert Group on Integration of Statistical and Geospatial Information (UN-ISGI)

- Commitment of UNCEBD and UN-ISGI to work together on issues of mutual interest
From UNCEBD side

- Task teams on
  - Earth Observations
  - Rural Access to services
  - Mobile Phone Data
  - AIS data and
- Regional Hubs for Big Data in Brazil, China, Rwanda and UAE and the Sector Hub on ARIES for SEEA
UNCEBD agrees at plenary meeting on 8 Nov 2022 and proposes this in its report to the Statistical Commission

UN-ISGI proposes this at its expert meeting in Chile, 1-2 December 2022

Develop more on possible collaborations
- Quality framework
- Joint activities
- Collaborative projects

Bring both communities together
- UNCEBD invited to UN-GGIM (Side event?)
- UN-GGIM invited to Statistical Conference (Side event?)
Thank you